Please read the instructions contained herein carefully to prevent damage to the reader and its components.
CAUTION: When removing the cover to replace it, the Poron filter frame might stick to the removed window. Make sure to reassemble it.

CAUTION: All cover accessories are supplied with a mounted gasket. When replacing the cover, the gasket may remain attached to the base. Make sure to remove the old gasket, since the new cover is already supplied with its own gasket.

CAUTION: To avoid damage, do not press on the window.

CAUTION: The reader must be disconnected from the power supply during the cover replacement procedure.

CAUTION: Make sure to operate in a dust-free environment during the cover replacement procedure.

CAUTION: Make sure that the filter is correctly placed without any tilt before mounting the cover back on the reader body.

CAUTION: To avoid damage, do not press on the window.

CAUTION: The reader must be disconnected from the power supply during the procedure.

NOTE: You can mount the filter in two equivalent directions by rotating it 180°.

NOTE: For correct use of the Half Polarizer, use DL.CODE software release 1.9.2 and later.

1. Temporarily remove the front cover. Refer to the "Cover replacement" section on the front side.

2. Unmount the original light shield (or any other filter) grabbing it from the sides and pulling it up.

3. Place the filter in the appropriate location. The filter is equipped with two pins at the bottom that guide its insertion into the product.

4. Finally, mount the cover back on the reader body. Refer to the "Cover replacement" section on the front side.